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TASTING NOTES: 

Colour: Pale yellow colour with green glin

Nose: Intense aromas of bone fruits (peac

Mouth: Voluminous with persistence. F

freshness sensations combined with persi

TECHNICAL FILE: 

Alcohol content: 13,0 %     Acidity:  5,2 gr/

 

CELLARING POTENTIAL:    2-3 years under

CUISINE STYLES:  Fish, seafood, white me

 

BODEGA HNOS. DEL VILLAR, S.L. 
C/ Zarcillo, s/n 
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Oro de Castilla Verd
 

INTAGE:                                            2015 

RAPE VARIETY:                                VERDEJO 100% 

YPE OF WINE:                                   YOUNG WHITE WIN

RODUCTION AREA:                         RUEDA 

INTAGE: 

   The main weather conditions that have marked

lack of rains throughout the whole growing period

        The beginning of sprouting was delayed 15 d

ycle of the vine this difference has been balanced o

ates.  

        Thanks to the large root development of our 

een able to keep the freshness needed to grow durin

membered. 

   The health of the vines this year has been

cological growing without any chemical treatments.

   Maturation has been accompanied by high con

ight temperatures, up to 20ºC, so the levels of ac

erfect, and the grapes have had a very remark

chieving a perfect balance.   

 verdejo harvest began on the 9th of September

ays. As usual in the winery, each plot was harvested 

   Due to weather conditions this year, the yield

sual, being 5.900 kg/ha � 41,5 Hl/Ha. 

INEMAKING: 

ight harvest at temperatures < 15ºC, cryomacera

romas, in an inert atmosphere. Soft pneumatic pre

ecanting of the must at low temperature. 

ermentation at low temperature with our indig

erdejo’s varietal aromas with no external modificatio

geing on the own fermentation lees for at least 4 mo

nd personality of the wine. 

glints. 

peach), citrus fruits (grapefruit), fresh grass with bals

e. Fresh and well integrated acidity. Bitter and an

ersistence. Fruit and mineral notes and great balanc

 gr/l       Residual sugar:  2,3 gr/l      Volatile acidity: 0

nder normal conditions of storage. 

 meat, pasta, salads and veggies. 

erdejo 2015 

 WINE OVER LEES 

rked the 2015 vintage were 

eriod. 

5 days, but throughout the 

d out for reaching the usual 

 vineyards, the vines have 

uring one of the driest years 

een excellent, allowing an 

nts. 

 contrasts between day and 

f acidity in the grapes were 

arkable aromatic intensity 

ber and took place over 20 

ted at its peak of ripeness. 

ields have been lower than 

ceration to extract varietal 

c pressing with later natural 

indigenous yeast to reveal 

cations. 

4 months for greater volume 

balsamic and mineral hints. 

d aniseed finish. Fullness and 

lance. 

ity: 0,28 gr/l       SO2: 25 gr/l 


